Outcome prediction in critical care: the Mortality Probability Models.
The comparison of morbidity, mortality, and length-of-stay outcomes in patients receiving critical care requires adjustment based on their presenting illness. These adjustments are made with severity-of-illness models. These models must be periodically updated to reflect current medical practices. This article will review the history of the Mortality Probability Model (MPM), discuss why and how it was recently updated, and outline examples of MPM use. All severity-of-illness models have limitations, especially if a unit's patient population becomes highly specialized. In these situations, customized models may provide better accuracy. The MPMs include those calculated at admission (MPM0) and additional models at 24, 48, and 72 h (MPM 24, MPM 48, and MPM 72). The model is now in its third iteration (MPM 0-III). Length of stay (LOS) and subgroup models have also been developed. Understanding appropriate application of models such as MPM is important as transparency in healthcare drives demand for severity-adjusted outcomes data.